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Franco Canova: Ideas Creation Invention





NEW PRODUCTS
NEW APPLICATIONS
EVOLUTION OF KNOWN ELEMENTS
DESIGN

These are the “passwords” of the fonder of Tecnidea Cidue that always animated and distinguished until now the
life of Franco Canova in the development end research inside his company.

“Conception and design of objects of use to be
produced according to aesthetic shapes valid in
support to their functionality.”
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- To Invent, Create, to have New Ideas, is not something common to all
and not even an easy thing; this quality is a gift that only a few people receive and show since the young age
in different manners and various forms.
The inventive creativity appears in all
the “technical”, “scientific”, “cultural”
and “artistic” sectors according to the
perception of those who shows them;
and it is for this reason that the humanity can benefit of the discoveries and
inventions that day after day have
changed the world in which we live
and have improved our life.
Franco Canova, since he was a child,
manifested some qualities that anticipated the choices he would make in
his future; such as: aptitude for drawing and painting, passion for ancient
history, curiosity towards everything
that is “mechanical”, predisposition to
study, total and absolute passion for
technical and scientific subjects.

The continuous commitment in the
study, research and in-depth study of
technical and scientific topics have
characterized the last 60 years of the
professional life of Franco Canova, who
now, at the age of 69, continues in the
study, research, creation of new invention, of technical-industrial items, but
also in the design of new machines
and production systems that enrich the
technical and technological heritage
of the companies he founded tanks to
new invention patents.
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The inventions of Franco Canova
TEN BLOC ®; I am very attached to this
brand, not because it was my first invention, but because it was my first
registered patent.

The initial idea was focused on creating a technical tool that was able to
solve the problem of transmissions with
roller chains and flat or trapezoidal
belts; in this report we only deal with
roller chains.
To obtain a good functioning of a roller
chain transmission it is essential to have
a constant and correct tension of the
chain itself; which always guarantees
contact between the chain rollers and
the teeth of the “motor” and “driven”
pinion.
For further information on roller chain
transmission, we invite You to read our
report on chain transmissions complete
with calculation manual and graphic
advice for assembling the transmission
components with the correct positioning of the chain tensioner highlighted.

The chain tensioners are divided into
two macro groups: manual chain
tensioners
and
automatic
chain
tensioners; as can be easily guessed,
the manuals must be positioned on the
machine under construction and then
manually repositioned according to
need. Automatic tensioners are more
sophisticated applications because,
thanks to their characteristics, they
automatically recover the elongation of
the chains, repositioning themselves
autonomusly according to need.

The TEN BLOC ® is a modular unit made
up of same basics “universal” elements
such as the box-shaped body, the column, the spring and the locking cylinders and others that are interchangeable with each other, such as the “V-L-R
and RR” heads.
The modular execution of the TEN BLOC®;
allows to have several bodies joined together (side by side or superimposed),
so as to develop the article in the three
dimensions of the space, and to vary at
will the relationship between the stroke
of the head and the load exerted (by
assembling the cylinder, spring and column elements in several ways).
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At constant stroke, the developed load
can be varied by inserting more prestressed springs, or springs with a higher
load and of course the corresponding cylinders for housing.
At constant load, the stroke of the head
can be varied by inserting longer columns
and a number of springs (inserted in the
containment cylinders) loaded at a lower
level. The production is divided into tensioners without preloading type: TN and
tensioners with preloading system type: TB;
the latter making installation operations
much faster and easier.
The head of the TEN BLOC ® can rotate on its
own axis in order to find the right alignment
between the motor pinion and the driven
pinion; on request, anti-rotation versions of
the “TNa” or “TBa” type can also be supplied; in this case the alignment must be
carried out during the assembly phase.
Each automatic TEN BLOC ® can be
equipped with an “FCE” Electric Limit
Switch in order to monitor the correct operation of the machine. The combined solutions and the modularity of the product allow it to execute for important tensioning
with the development of high thrust loads
“Big Ten”, these articles are widely used in
heavy industry.

The elastic elements of TEN BLOC ®
in use as decelerators, shock absorbers and thrust or pressure
groups have proved to be very
useful; grouped under the abbreviation “Deca”. The evolution of
research has also produced the
birth of “GR” return units, elastic,
with preloading but above all
UNIDIRECTIONAL; the latter are a
real revolution in the world of
transmission but especially in the
execution of linear conveyors.
From an early idea, the TEN BLOC ®
has developed into several production lines with different characteristics, functions and applications, such as: Axial elastic element - Automatic chain tensioner Tension block - Pressure group –
Shock absorber – Return group –
Safety element for overloads or
breakages of the chain - Automatic belt tensioner and suspended
islands.
The various versions described
here can be combined with each
other; for further information we
invite You to consult the technical
catalogs, of course our staff is at
your disposal for any advice or
clarification.
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